The multi-tool for your
mAb development

Optimized mAb Development
The multi-purpose device for your antibody development: New Brunswick™ S41i CO2 Incubator Shaker
Improved cell culture reproducibility and continuous processes save costs, time, and thus lead to faster
time-to-market. The New Brunswick S41i is a reliable partner to support you in various process steps
in the development of monoclonal antibodies (mAb) from reproducible hybridoma generation, transient
protein expression, cell line development, to production of reproducible bioreactor seed cultures.
All culture steps in the same
environment: static incubation
plus simultaneous shaking
> Flexibility for many vessel
formats, e.g. multiwell plates,
T-flasks, shake flasks, and more
> Adhesive mat and universal
platform for high flexibility and
rapid change between different
vessel formats

Reliable growth conditions for
sensitive cells and process steps

Save time and money, reach
your carbon footprint targets

> Tight pH control: CO2 stability
over time ±0.2%, CO2 spatial
homogeneity ±0.1%
> Effective evaporation protection
at 95% relative humidity
> Protection of light-sensitive
media with double door system

> Significantly reduced CO2
consumption for less frequent
cylinder changes
> Rapid and safe reset for next
batch or project with easyto-clean chamber and high
temperature disinfection

New Brunswick S41i CO2 Incubator Shaker:
Your Cell Culture Multi-Tool
New Brunswick S41i High-Temperature
Disinfection (HTD) Cycle
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Easy cleaning, reliable
contamination protection
Sample loss or delays
in your processes due
to contamination are
unacceptable? The
New Brunswick S41i is
fast and easy to clean by
its fanless design – no
fan-containing boxes that
pose a constant potential
contamination threat.
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Hybridoma and CHO Cell Culture using the New Brunswick™ S41i,
an Environmentally-Friendly, “Low Emission” Incubator Shaker
Nick Kohlstrom, George Wang, Linette Philip and Ma Sha, Eppendorf Inc., Enfield, CT, U.S.A.

Abstract
In this study, the New Brunswick S41i CO2 incubator shaker’s mammalian cell culture capability was first verified by
culturing CHO cells. This was followed by a comparative
performance evaluation against two leading incubator
shakers on the market. The New Brunswick S41i provided
equivalent performance on the growth rate and

viability of mouse hybridoma cells. Comparison of CO2
gas consumption was also conducted. Due to the superior
“green” engineering and advanced control of critical parameters, the New Brunswick S41i demonstrated up to 10
times lower gas consumption compared to the competitive units while delivering uncompromised performance.

Introduction

Materials and Methods

Cars aren’t the only source of CO2 emissions; laboratory
equipment, such as CO2 incubators, could be releasing over
20,000 liters of CO2 gas per year. Eppendorf ® established
the epGreen initiative to reduce the environmental impact of
our products. Most of the CO2 gas consumed by incubators
is released to the environment. Eppendorf’s new incubator
shaker, the New Brunswick S41i, releases extremely low
amounts of CO2 under normal cell culture conditions without
sacrificing performance. This study evaluates the New
Brunswick S41i’s performance culturing hybridoma and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. The study also investigates
the New Brunswick S41i’s CO2 gas consumption compared
to competitive units. The data reveals that the New Brunswick S41i consumes 5 to 10 times less CO2 than competitors, resulting in a 5 to 10 times smaller carbon footprint.
Superior engineering minimizes gas leakage with a tightly
sealed inner glass door protected by sturdy outer door,
tightly sealed motor drive boots as well as a sealed incubation chamber. The performance evaluation, based on the
comparison of cell culture growth rates, cell densities, and
percent viabilities, demonstrates the New Brunswick S41i’s industry leading performance. This new CO2 incubator includes
a robust New Brunswick triple eccentric drive shaker for accurate and stable parameters required to grow non-adherent
cells. The shaker drive is optimized for high performance
within a humid and carbon dioxide rich environment.

Instruments
> New Brunswick S41i
equipped with high-temperature disinfection
> CO2 incubator shaker from
competitor 1
> CO2 incubator shaker from
competitor 2
> Vi-CELL® analyzer (Beckman Coulter, Germany)
> YSI® 2700 analyzer (YSI Life Science, USA)
> New Brunswick Galaxy® gas analyzer
> Omega® FMA-1608A thermal mass flow-meter (Omega
Engineering, USA)
> Eppendorf consumables
- Research® plus, single channel pipette
- epT.I.P.S®
- Easypet ®
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Peace of mind with
integrated high temperature
disinfection
Set-up your CO2 incubator
shaker safely and quickly for
your next project – with the
only CO2 incubator shaker
in the market with a 120 °C
disinfection. For a high level
of contamination protection
for your lab.

Application Note: Hybridoma and CHO Cell
Culture using the New Brunswick™ S41i, an
Environmentally-Friendly, “Low Emission”
Incubator Shaker. Read more.

Media and cells
> DG44 CHO cell (Invitrogen)
> EX-CELL® CD CHO serum-free medium for CHO cells
(Sigma)
> Hybridoma cell DA4-4; ATCC:HB57
> DMEM (ATCC)
> Fetal Bovine Serum 5% (Gibco)
> Penicillin-Streptomycin 100x (Gibco)

5x

New Brunswick S41i

Competitor 1

96-well plates

Competitor 2

New Brunswick S41i

Significantly reduced CO2
consumption
CO2 consumption can
become a cost factor by the
price of gas itself. Additionally, the process of changing
gas cylinders add to costs of
ownership due to labor and
shaker downtime. Compare
the actual gas consumption
data provided by manufacturers.
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Solving the Aggregation Problem of Human Embryonic
Kidney 293 Cells Using the New Brunswick™ S41i CO2
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Abstract
Human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells are
among the most versatile hosts for recombinant protein
expression. These cells are capable of expressing large
membrane proteins such as G protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs) that are often not properly expressed by even the
most popular biopharmaceutical production hosts such as
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. Although an excellent
host for protein expression, the issue of cell clumping in
large-scale suspension culture of HEK293 cells has limited
its use in bioprocess. Recently, many commercial entities
have developed specialty media formulations and anti-

Application Note: Solving the Aggregation
Problem of Human Embryonic Kidney 293 Cells
Using the New Brunswick™ S41i CO2 Incubator
Shaker. Read more.

clumping reagents to help combat this issue. Here, we
show a successful example of the adaptation of a human
recombinant protein-expressing HEK293 cell line from
serum-supplemented attachment culture to serum-free
single cell suspension culture using the New Brunswick
S41i CO2 incubator shaker. This adapted HEK293 cell line
behaves like a typical aggregationless suspension cell line.
We expect that such a cell line can be used in bioprocess
applications using the typical batch or fed-batch methods
established for conventional CHO cell culture in stirredtank bioreactors.

generated in HEK293 cells to receive FDA approval
[3 – 5].
Recently, a number of studies have begun to reexamine HEK293 cells as a platform for recombinant
protein, vaccine, and biosimilar manufacturing [1, 2].
One such example involves the hemophilia treatment,
recombinant coagulation factor VIII (rFVIII). Although
classically produced in CHO or baby hamster kidney
(BHK) cells, multiple recent reports have investigated
the feasibility of changing the host cell line to HEK293
[6, 7]. In CHO, the expression levels of rFVIII are low,
leading to higher production costs correlating with
higher biomass requirements. In addition, possibly
owing to the improper protein processing that can occur
in non-human host cell lines, the protein is not efficiently
secreted. Preliminary studies indicate that using HEK293
as a host increases manufacturing efficiency, reduces

Learn more about the New Brunswick S41i, accessories, and request your individual quote:
www.eppendorf.com/s41i
More Eppendorf products for optimized development of monoclonal antibodies: Click to learn more
Bioprocessing in Vaccine Development and Manufacturing: Click to learn more
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250 ml Erlenemeyer flasks
Shaker with evaporator-based
steam humidification

Enhanced evaporation
protection
The New Brunswick S41i
is precision engineered
by Eppendorf to minimize
medium evaporation. Data
demonstrates the power
of a water tray-based
humidification to 95 % rH
compared to evaporatorbased steam humidification.
To effectively prevent
condensation, 3D six-sided
direct heating is used.

Introduction
Within the biopharmaceuticals market, the most utilized
model systems for protein production are, by far,
mammalian cell lines. Although CHO cells make up the
largest portion of these cell lines, some proteins still require
a human intracellular environment for proper folding,
post-translational modification including glycosylation,
and function. For this reason, bioprocess applications
involving HEK293 cells have become more relevant [1, 2].
This versatile human cell line benefits from a long
history, extensive characterization, and successful protein
expression in both transient and stable formats using
plasmid and adenoviral vectors. In fact, in the case of the
biopharmaceutical drug Xigris (activated Drotrecogin
alfa), CHO cells were an inadequate host due to improper
glycosylation which rendered the drug unsuitable for human
injection. Used in the treatment of sepsis and marketed by
Eli Lilly and Company, Xigris was the first biopharmaceutical
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